Space-time correlated two-particle hopping in glassy fluids: structural relaxation, irreversibility, decoupling, and facilitation.
The microscopic nonlinear Langevin equation (NLE) theory of correlated two-particle dynamics in dense fluids of spherical particles is extended to construct a predictive model of multiple correlated hopping and recaging events of a pair of tagged particles as a function of their initial separation. Modest coarse graining over the liquid structural disorder allows contact to be made with various definitions of irreversible particle motion within the context of a multistate Markov model. The correlated space-time hopping process that underlies structural relaxation can also be analyzed in the context of kinetically constrained models. The dependence of microscopically defined mean persistence and exchange times, their distributions, and relaxation-diffusion decoupling on hard-sphere fluid volume fraction is derived from a model in which irreversible jumps serve as the nucleating persistence event. For a subset of questions, the predictions of the two-particle theory are compared with results from the earlier single-particle NLE approach.